Nicole Wipp

"Outstanding Presentation"

"Packed room....engaged audience...
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Deb Loeser, Great Lakes Women's
Business Council/Conference

Nicole Wipp is a business &
team-building expert,
specializing in instilling
entrepreneurial processes &
mindset in organizations large &
small through helping leaders
bring out the best in themselves
and their teams.
As a consultant and trainer
dedicated to evidence-based
RESULTS, Nicole practices what
she preaches: she runs two
profitable companies: a boutique
law firm and a consulting and
training firm. She has been in
business for over a decade.
A top-rated and experienced
speaker, consultant, & trainer,
Nicole's clients range from
solopreneurs to companies with
thousands of employees. She's
worked with multiple industries,
including legal, healthcare,
financial, automotive, innovation,
& more!
Wipp Enterprises LLC, the parent
company of The Results Catalyst,
is a Kolbe Certified solutions
provider, an authorized partner
for Everything DiSC, the Five
Behaviors of a Cohesive Team &
is certified as a Women’s
Business Enterprise by the
Women’s Business Enterprise
National Council (WBENC).
Nicole is an attorney licensed to
practice in Michigan & Hawaii.

Is Nicole Right For Your
Event or Training?
Let's talk:
(313)757-2207
info@wippenterprises.com

AS SEEN IN:

Get
Results!
Results

A Sampling of Nicole's Presentation & Workshop Topics
Innate Impact: You've Always Had The Power
Developing individuals' confidence as leaders through an indepth discovery of personal strengths and mental energies.
Impact Through Influence: Using The Science of Influence
Your personal success is based on your ability to influence: Nicole
teaches how to do it in a way that doesn't sacrifice integrity!
The Creative Catalyst: Sparking Innovation & Creativity in Teams

Creative

Catalyst

The secret to creativity is that we are all equally creative: you just
have to know how and when to use it! Discover how to use the
mindset & methods of successful entrepreneurs for results.
Catalytic Team Solution: People - Process - Profit
Having a great team is a business' single most UNTAPPED
competitive advantage...but it isn't so easy. Nicole breaks down, in
detail, the process of building an autonomous, profitable team.
The Catalytic Leader: The Science Of Success
Next-level leadership discovery, including value in differences,
conflict management and conflict reduction strategies.
The Catalytic Marketer: Effective Marketing Strategies
Market yourself, market your business - effectively. Use unique
strategies and science to get RESULTS!

What attendees say about Nicole's workshops & presentations:
“Directed, Intentional, Educational, Can't Wait to Share, Motivational - 10/10!”Katie, Arrowhead - at the Great Lakes Women's Business Conference (GL-WBE)

"Learning this changed my life...Nicole's explanations are clear and compelling. I feel completely re-energized and
focused, & feel like I can make changes that are personalized for me, instead of one-size-fits-all 'best practices.'"
-Angela Ghannam, Attorney - at an Innate Impact workshop
“Loved how I can apply this to my team & use examples specific to projects currently happening.
Great, high-value day!”
- Dominica Rehbein, Healthcare -at a Catalytic Leader workshop for Henry Ford Health System
"This workshop really helped me realize I'm not better or worse for being a certain way; I'm just different...and
that my difference is a strength, not a weakness. This isn't restrictive - it's freedom!"
-Dan Zech, Financial Services - at a Kolbe workshop for Financial Architects
“[Your workshop provided me] another way to think about the nature/source of objections. Also provides
another/better way to de-clutter my own mental/emotional response and get into a client’s perspective.”
S.M., Attorney - Catalytic Marketer Workshop at the Lawyer's With Purpose national attorney event, TAPER
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What event coordinators say about Nicole's workshops & presentations:
Impact! That’s what comes to mind when I think of our experience having Nicole as a speaker/trainer at our National
event. Her high energy and intentionality took over from the start and engaged the participants in
thought, mini experiences and open conversation that transformed the room. Her ability to take an
ordinary topic and have the participants see it in a whole new way, created immediate opportunities
for them to pursue they had never considered! [W]e are already working with her to help us on
future events! - Dave Zumpano, Founder, Lawyers With Purpose, LLC - TAPER
The feedback from the client was that your session was the BEST part of their ENTIRE training!
- Kolbe Corp., on behalf of client Financial Architects

Nicole Wipp knows her stuff and she’s not afraid to share it. I was particularly impressed with
Nicole’s desire to make the presentation not only fun, but accessible. Plus, she had the crowd mesmerized during her
presentation. Nicole is a dynamic speaker with knowledge that would benefit all business people. We just loved her.
- Jennifer Hill, Communications/Events Coordinator, Huron Valley Chamber of Commerce (5-Chamber event)

Book Nicole/for more information:
(313)757-2207
info@wippenterprises.com

facebook.com/nicole.wipp
linkedin.com/in/nicolewipp

